Introductory workshop by Sarah Taylor
Polymeric Optical Fibre (POF) introduction by Dr Jeanne Tan and Anne Toomey
Sharing experience of HK PolyU Craft-Tech workshop by PhD students
Inspiration presentation by RCA students
Inspiration presentation by RCA students
Workshop Groups

- Deployable light
- 3D Object
- Playful Surface
- Interactive Spaces
- Weave x Knit
- Assistive Healthcare
Initial POF material experiment
Initial POF material experiment
Initial POF material experiment
Discussion of POF material making solution
Discussion of POF material making solution
The Textiles Public Lecture: Challenges of Materiality
Q & A/ Panel discussion with the guest speakers
POF material development with own practice
POF material development with own practice
Deployable Light • Playful Surface • Assistive Healthcare X Weave and Knit • 3D Objects • Interactive Spaces
Deployable Light
Assistive Healthcare X Weave and Knit
3D Objects
Interactive Space
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